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Hate. Harassment. Riots. Fear. Slaughter.
Ignorance. Arson. Oppression. Distrust. Murder.
Censorship. Intimidation.

These are the dark forces that often come with global religion, whether

Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Hindu, Buddhist or tribal.

Religion is the most sensitive and explosive of subjects. Religious

convictions, exacerbated by disagreements over land and power, often

lead to violence and division. Not peace and unity.

I heard many stories of inter-religious suspicion at a rare event last

week in northern Italy, where journalists who write about faith

gathered from 23 different countries in Asia, Africa, Europe, North

America, Oceania, South America and the Middle East.

Our international group of roughly two dozen religion journalists heard

stories about rioters burning 500 churches in Indonesia, with the

mainstream media choosing not to cover any of the attacks.

We were told of the historical disdain between Orthodox Christians

and Muslims in the Balkans, which has often erupted in mayhem but is

now shifting to forgiveness.

There were many heartbreaking narratives of enmity among Muslim

Arabs and Israeli Jews throughout the strife-torn Middle East.
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We were told, in addition, that too many journalists who write about

religion in Asia or Africa only do so to claim the superiority of their

faith over another.

Indeewari Dona, a TV anchor from Sri Lanka, summed up such

concerns in her country, where there has been conflict between

Buddhists, Hindus, Muslims and Christians.

She expressed regret some journalists “promote their own religion and

discriminate against others.”

From all corners of the planet our group heard there was often no

concept of “balanced” reporting on religion, especially when ruling

governments were fuelled by sectarianism.

We found out state agents in some

countries knocked on the doors of

journalists’ homes at midnight, to

remind them their reports about

religion were being monitored.

(To protect them, I am purposely

not providing the identities of

certain journalists.)

We heard also about the dearth of professional religion journalists in

Latin America. And about the reluctance of some religion writers in

North America to seriously look beyond their own borders.

And it was no coincidence our group did not include any journalists

who cover religion from China – religion is simply considered too

controversial a subject in that authoritarian country.

In light of such often-disturbing stories, as well as others that were

uplifting, we were coming together at the Rockefeller Centre in

Bellagio to hammer out what we hoped would be a helpful way to deal

with the way religion is reported, and sometimes avoided, by the global

media.
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With support from the International Centre for Journalists (ICFJ), our

group of journalists from around the globe worked on forming the new

International Association of Religion Journalists (IARJ)

(http://www.icfj.org/node/42213) .

Our mission statement speaks of the need for those who write about

religion to make an effort to follow ethical principles of fairness:

reporting impartially on religious division but also, whenever possible,

enhancing inter-religious understanding.

Despite some gloom, there were also many bright stories.

And the sense of camaraderie among the journalists – who hailed

from Singapore, Pakistan, Algeria, India, Australia, the U.S., South

Africa, Afghanistan, Argentina, Turkey, Spain and many other

countries – was buoyant.

There were lots of laughs. And, in addition to hearing upsetting

accounts of ideological-religious repression, we found out about some

reporting successes.

A journalist from Jordan, Hani Hazimeh, for instance, described

experiencing intimidation when he teamed up with a reporter from

Israel, Ruth Eglash, to write about Muslim-Jewish conflict in the Middle

East. Yet their joint piece won a “cross-border reporting” award from

the ICFJ and the United Nations.

Another journalist, Sasa Milosevic from Serbia, described his award-

winning project, which explored how Muslims, Christians and secular

people from his religion-troubled region deal with the provocative

symbols of the hijab and the miniskirt.

It was moving to hear the stories of many other brave journalists,

struggling in countries where sectarianism has often caused

bloodshed and religious freedom is constantly under threat.

One was Salman Andary from Beirut, Lebanon. He said the newly

formed International Association of Religion Journalists “is more than
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important” for reducing inter-religious conflict.

As one of many influential reporters/ bloggers in the Middle East,

Andary reminded us how important Internet-based journalism has

been during the so-called Arab Spring uprising, when the mainstream

media has often been unable to report on contentious events.

I admit, however, some of

my most treasured

moments at the four-day

gathering were away from

the conference table, where

the dialogue was often so

serious about the need to

uphold universal

journalistic ethics.

The especially enlivening

times were when we shared

meals, walked, swapped stories, drank (at least some of us), teased,

and shared stories about all sorts of basic human enjoyments, the

kinds of things that bring together wary humans.

In our leisure time, when we weren’t debating about our favourite high-

level international soccer and cricket teams, or contrasting Asian

badminton with North American football, we were reflecting on world

cuisines. Baris Soydan of Turkey told me about his enthusiasm for

Vancouver’s Douglas Coupland.

And I confess one of my favourite conversations was a joke-filled

session about the many different hand gestures that have been

developed – in Italy, Canada, Tanzania, Brazil, the Philippines and

elsewhere – to give someone a message they may not want to hear.

Even though we were supposed to be a collection of earnest religion

journalists determined to promote international understanding, it was

liberating to just yuk it up about the exquisitely unique gestures people
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around the world have developed to physically insult each another.

In the end, maybe we were learning that humour can be one of the

most unifying spiritual expressions of all.
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